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Traditional telecoms

Keep your legacy infrustructure beating in time with
the latest technology!
Merging legacy and leading edge

ISDN30

The telecoms world has changed substantially
over the recent past with the introduction of new
technologies and the merging of the telecom and IT
worlds. Most organisations rely on a combination of
legacy and new technologies to keep their business
running so it’s vital that they work together.

Whether you are planning an upgrade or simply
need to consolidate existing ISDN30 lines and
reduce costs we can help by providing you with
lower channel rentals as well as exceptionally low
call tariffs.

Even when new technology upgrades are planned,
in most cases there is a substantial legacy
infrastructure which continues to support the
business. Making legacy and new technologies work
effectively together requires a certain breadth of
experience to keep everything running in harmony.

Why buy from Datel?

That’s where we can help!

Our team has been helping organisations large
and not-so-large build and support hybrid telecom
infrastructures for over 25 years. Our principle
concern is to ensure that you receive value-formoney and top-class customer care whether you
use the latest technologies, legacy technologies or a
mixture of both.

Service management and great tariffs

How do I find out more?

We can take over the everyday management and
billing of all your legacy telecoms services including
analogue lines, ISDN2 and ISDN30 services. Not
only that, we are able to offer very competitive
rental and call tariffs which even some of the largest
carriers don’t offer.

If you would like more information, please contact
Datel Telecom Limited:

Analogue lines
Whether it’s a line for your broadband or your fax,
there is still a need for analogue services. We can
provide lines with custom service levels to reflect
their importance to your business. We take away the
headache of managing the service at the same time
reducing your current rental and call tariffs.

IDSN2
ISDN2 circuits can be expensive and to get best
value you need to make full use of the lines. We can
soften the cost impact with reduced line rentals or
strategies to replace these services. As with all Datel
lines, great call tariffs are available as part of the
service.
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